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ABSTRACT

With an expected market value of $2.71 billion in 2016, supporting daily use of real-time location systems in households and commercial buildings is an increasingly important subject of study. A growing problem in providing robust indoor location estimations in real time is the use of wireless transmissions in RF frequencies. Having implemented a simple RSSI-signature-based location system on a 24-node IEEE 802.15.4-based sensor network testbed, we are able to analyze the effect of background IEEE 802.11 traffic on localization error. The measurement results demonstrate that the 80th-percentile of the localization error may increase by 141\% at worst in an office building with active use of IEEE 802.11 for data. Such performance degradation results from RSSI reading loss as the beacon messages collide with background traffic.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C2.4 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Distributed Systems; C3 [Special-Purpose and Application-Based Systems]: Real-time and Embedded Systems
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Algorithms, Design, Experimentation, Measurement
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1. INTRODUCTION

The market for real-time location systems for assets and personnel tracking is expected to reach $1.26 billion by 2011 \cite{4}, and $2.71 billion in 2016 \cite{2}. For widespread adoption and everyday use of real-time location systems in households and commercial buildings, it is required that the systems can provide accurate and stable location estimations with little delay.

Most indoor localization systems employ an RSSI-signature-based approach which exploits temporal stability in the received signal strength indication (RSSI) of wireless signals. In that, at every known location, the RSSIs collected from a set of pre-deployed beacons form an RSSI signature for the corresponding location. When a target carrying a receiving tag enters the space, the RSSI values collected on the tag are compared to the RSSI signatures. The location of the target is identified by the corresponding location with the closest RSSI signature. To tackle the temporal variation of RSSI signatures, methods of ensuring robust mapping between the measured RSSI values and the pre-recorded RSSI signatures have been studied intensively in recent years \cite{8, 12, 24}.

An often overlooked problem is the increasing use of wireless transmission in RF frequencies in the urban environment. Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15.3), WiFi (IEEE 802.11) and Zigbee (IEEE 802.15.4) all operate in the 2.4x GHz frequency bands. The stability and availability of RSSI information for WiFi- or Zigbee-based localization systems may vary depending on the level of interference generated from other WiFi, Bluetooth, and Zigbee sources. Aiming at a better understanding on the effect of RF interference, we build a Zigbee-based sensor network testbed for RSSI-signature-based indoor localization.

After conducting a systematic set of experiments on the testbed, we find that the RSSI-signature-based localization system is susceptible to WiFi interference. The 80th-percentile error of the system may increase from 1.6 to 3.9 meters when the average background WiFi traffic increases from 68 to 2835 kbps. Having measured also the amount of WiFi traffic in our department building, we observe that there is a significant amount of time that the localization accuracy may suffer from the bursts of background noise. In a detailed analysis, we discover that the degradation in localization accuracy is mainly contributed by the loss of beacon messages, rather than the variance of RSSI values. This agrees with previous studies that discovered variance in RSSI values is mainly due to the multi-path effect \cite{3, 27}. Background traffic does not add to the multi-path effect, rather causing the beacon messages to drop. Ultimately, the study reveals the need of interference-resilient indoor localization mechanisms and ways towards effective detection and mitigation of RF interference.

This study makes the following two contributions:
con packets are the basis for RSSI readings, successful delivery of every location in our setup (see Section 3). Since the receiving tag can hear 9 out of 24 deployed beacons, we set the packet sending interval to 200ms, and the transmission power of the radio to -7dBm. In general, we observe that neighboring beacons send packets at different time, and implement the DESYNC[7] protocol. The protocol ensures that the receiving tag can hear 9 out of 24 deployed beacons at every location in our setup (see Section 3). Since the beacon packets are the basis for RSSI readings, successful delivery of the beacon packets is critical to the performance of the localization system. To avoid packet collisions among the beacons, i.e., to minimize the effect of self-interference, we implement the DESYNC[?] protocol. The protocol ensures that neighboring beacons send packets at different time, and thus, avoids packet collisions.

### 2.1 Beacon

The localization system has a set of pre-deployed beacons, periodically sending short packets containing their ID. We set the packet sending interval to 200ms, and the transmission power of the radio to -7dBm. In general, we observe that the receiving tag can hear 9 out of 24 deployed beacons at every location in our setup (see Section 3). Since the beacon packets are the basis for RSSI readings, successful delivery of the beacon packets is critical to the performance of the localization system. To avoid packet collisions among the beacons, i.e., to minimize the effect of self-interference, we implement the DESYNC[?] protocol. The protocol ensures that neighboring beacons send packets at different time, and thus, avoids packet collisions.

### 2.2 Training Phase

In the training phase, we measured the RSSI signature at every location. To define a location, the training area is divided into grids approximately 30cm apart, which is about the distance of one step. The measurement is done with a receiving tag connected to a portable PC held by a person, who then walks along the corridor. The person waits at each sampled location. The collective set of RSSI signatures obtained at various locations is referred to as the radio map.

Using the radio map, in the tracking phase, the system compares the collected RSSI vector to the reference RSSI signatures in order to identify the closest possible location. The system employs the k-nearest-neighbor (KNN) method for location inference. The k sample locations with RSSI signatures closest to the collected RSSI vector are selected. The KNN estimator then outputs the weighted centroid of the top k locations with the weights determined by the closeness between the RSSI vector and a given signature.

### 2.3 Tracking Phase and the KNN Estimator

In the tracking phase, the receiving tag collects the beacon packets and the RSSI readings along with them. Every 200ms, the receiving tag sends the RSSI vector collected from the past 220ms back to the localization system to determine its location. Every beacon is supposed to broadcast only once within the interval. We use such a short time interval in order to reduce the delay of the localization system. Note that this interval bounds the location update rate of the system. A person in average can move 26cm during the interval with velocity 1.3m/s, which is roughly the same as the location resolution of our system.

The system compares the received RSSI vector with the radio map to find the closest possible location. In that, we use the KNN estimator that extracts the top k locations with the closest RSSI signature. The location of the receiving tag is approximated as the weighted average of the k selected locations. In this study, the value of k is set to 3. The distance metric between two RSSI vectors employed in the KNN estimator is the normalized Euclidean distance. Restated, the Euclidean distance between an RSSI vector and an RSSI signature is further divided by the number of beacon messages received in the vector. This is to handle the potential missing values in the RSSI vector since the uncertainty of wireless medium may lead to unexpected packet drops. Normalization is to exclude the bias from the missing values.

### 3. Testbed

In this section, we will describe the testbed environment that allows us to build a localization system and conduct the measurement study. We deploy 24 beacon nodes on the 6th floor of a department building at National Taiwan University, with the beacons mounted on top of the ceiling. The beacon nodes are Telos-like modules [21] equipped with TI MSP430 microcontrollers and CC2420 802.15.4 radio. The software is implemented on TinyOS, and the default media access control (MAC), a CSMA/CA-like mechanism, is turned on for all beacon packet transmissions.

Figure 1 shows the floor plan. The smaller rooms, numbered 611 to 629, are faculty offices and the remaining are student laboratories. The 24 Telos-like beacon nodes are small boxes distributed evenly along the corridor. To simplify testbed debugging, every beacon node is connected via USB to one of the 2 testbed PCs. The PCs are installed in room 621 and room 613, and each is connected to 12 beacon nodes. The PCs serves as gateways for code upgrades and data logging via USB. We share the same wired setting with MoteLab [26], but our testbed uses lower-cost off-the-
3.1 USB Connectivity

The effective transmission distance of the standard USB interface is about 5 meters. However, our testbed spans a 12mx50m space. Therefore, we use USB extenders [16] to connect nodes more than 5 meters apart. The USB extenders are off-the-shelf products that extend the effective transmission distance up to 45 meters. Each USB extender consists of a local unit and a remote unit. The local unit modulates the signals from the USB format to the format over CAT5e network cable; while the remote unit demodulates the signal back to the USB format.

To avoid deploying numerous lengthy wires throughout the building, the chaining scheme in Figure 2(a) is used to connect beacon nodes. A chain of 4-port USB hubs are connected by USB extenders and CAT5e cables. The beginning of the chain connects to the PC gateway. Each USB hub is further connected with three beacon nodes. This chain is continued until it reaches the maximum transmission range of USB extenders. That is, the distance between the last USB hub and the PC cannot exceed 45 meters. This limitation is also the reason that 2 chains and PCs are required to cover the entire deployment area of our testbed.

3.2 Power Supply

Powering the beacon nodes and the USB devices is a challenging problem. We measured the peak current consumption of the beacon node, the USB hub and the USB extender separately, and the current draw for each component is approximately 60mA, 5mA and 20mA, respectively. Thus, with 12 beacon nodes and 4 sets of USB hubs and extenders, a single chain will consume more than 800mA current. The high current requirement makes it infeasible to source power directly from a PC's USB port.

Instead, in the testbed, the USB hubs are powered externally. As Figure 2(a) shows, the USB hubs are connected to an external AC power adapter that is capable to provide a maximum of 3A current. However, due to long length and the large current consumption of the beacon chain, a voltage drop as much as 1V can be observed at the end of the chain. Hence, although the standard supply voltage for a USB interface is 5V, a 6V power adapter is used for the external power source in order to compensate for the additional voltage drop. We tested all the devices in the testbed beforehand to ensure they can sustain the 6V power supply. Note that the power connection pin (VCC) between the USB hub and the USB extender remote unit is cut as shown in Figure 2(b). This is to ensure that the USB hub draws power solely from the external power source and not from the PC. The excessive amount of current draw from the PC's USB interface can cause the interface to function incorrectly.

4. MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY

The RSSI-based localization system is susceptible to environmental noises. In a typical office or campus environment, background noise could be sourced from WiFi, Bluetooth, a 2.4 GHz cordless telephone, a microwave-oven or other RF devices operating on the 2.4 GHz ISM band. Among these, WiFi traffic produces a significant amount of interference, especially in an office environment. To determine the effect of WiFi noise on localization accuracy, we generate WiFi traffic at different levels, and collect the following data: (1) background WiFi traffic, (2) beacon messages received at the receiving tag and (3) beacon messages received at other beacons.

4.1 Location of Measurement

A survey of the 6th floor of the department building reveals more than 10 APs operating in the area. Among them, six APs, which are located on the ceiling of the corridor, are installed by the university to provide general wireless Internet access for staff and students. The Others are deployed by individual laboratories and have restricted access. In order to understand the effect of background WiFi traffic on the localization system, we select one of the generally accessible APs on the ceiling and establish WiFi connection with the AP. In the meantime, the localization system is set to operate on the channel that is closest to the center frequency of the AP’s operating channel. The receiving tag is placed on the corridor right below the AP to capture the effect of WiFi interference to the IEEE 802.15.4 interface at the worst case.

4.2 Data Logging

In our experiment, three additional laptops are used. One serves as WiFi traffic generator, the second one measures the amount of WiFi traffic in the channel, and the third one is a data logger that records all the packets received by the receiving tag. To generate WiFi traffic at different levels, the traffic generating laptop is connected to the Internet via the selected AP and a large file is downloaded from an FTP server using FlashFXP [9], an FTP client that allows the user to set the upload/download speed limit. Each rate-limited file transfer session is slightly longer than 10 minutes.

The second sniffer laptop is placed near the receiving tag to sniff all WiFi traffic in the channel. In this way, we can measure the actual WiFi traffic rate on the air and also ensure there is no unexpected extra traffic occurred during the measurement. Dumpcap [1], a Linux packet header capturing tool built on the pcap library, is used to log all the packets the laptop hears. We conduct the experiments in midnight during weekends; as a result, only a very small amount of traffic other than the generated one is observed.
by the sniffer. This ensures that the WiFi interference to the localization system is mostly generated by us and coming from the same AP. In the 5 sets of experiments, the averages of observed background WiFi traffic rates are 68, 264, 1308, 1705, and 2835 kbps. No kernel loss is reported by Dumpcap during the experiments. However, the traffic rate reported here should be lower than the actual amount of the traffic in the channel, since the sniffer cannot capture corrupted packets.

The receiving tag is connected to the third data logger laptop through the USB interface. During each file transfer session, the receiving tag sends all the received beacon messages to the logger laptop. Similarly, we have all the beacon nodes in the testbed also pass the beacon messages received from each other to the gateway PCs through the USB interface. Table 1 details the basic statistics of the data sets.

The localization error can be calculated using the beacon messages collected on the data logger laptop. An RSSI vector can be assembled by picking up the RSSI values from the beacon packets received within 200ms. Given an RSSI vector, the location can be estimated as described in Section 2. 3000 location estimations are generated during an FTP download session. In addition, we also collected the beacon messages overheard by neighboring beacons. The data is used to compute the packet reception rate (PRR) of beacon-beacon links. PRR is a natural metric to measure link quality, and potentially may vary with different amount of background noise. To validate this point, we examined the PRR of beacon-beacon links near the AP where the generated background traffic emerges. PRR is calculated as the percentage of beacon packets received within a sliding window of 50 beacon cycles.

In summary, the WiFi and RSSI data sets are used to study the effect of WiFi background traffic to the localization error. The RSSI and PRR data sets are used to observe the correlation between the beacon message reception rate at the neighboring beacons and the localization error to facilitate discussions towards robust indoor localization.

### 4.3 Loss in Beacon Message Logging

Software running on the beacon nodes as well as the PCs to collect data through a serial port is prone to errors. During the course of the experiments, several errors in the data sets have been identified. Most of them are software bugs and are quickly corrected. The remaining errors are caused by hardware and communication problems. To ensure that traces are not contaminated by software bugs and to accurately assess the quality of the traces, 2 error checks are implemented to identify hardware and communication problems.

**Message length check.** Every beacon message had a fixed length. For unknown reasons, the CC2420 radio stack sometimes received a valid packet with an altered packet length under high contention. This problem was also noted in the TinyOS CC2420 radio module documentation, but no fix is currently available. The incorrect length field could be longer or shorter than the correct one. A shorter length value would result in incomplete packet payload and should always be discarded. In contrast, if the length field reported a longer value, the packet payload would still be correct but with garbage bytes appended for the extra length. However, in this case, the RSSI reading from the radio is usually 0xFF, which means invalid. This problem, although not critical to other uses of sensor data packets, is problematic for RSSI-based localization systems. Simply recording the RSSI value without checking would lead to erroneous location estimations.

To correct this problem, the number of bytes in the packet are verified and packets with incorrect packet length are discarded.

**Serial error check.** To capture bit errors during serial transmissions, a 16-bit CRC checksum value is appended to each packet before sent to a PC or laptop via a serial port. Packets failing the checksum check are discarded by the serial listener. In addition to checksum, a serial sequence number is also appended to each packet to check for unexpected serial losses. The serial listener determines the amount of packet losses from the sequence number. Throughout the experiments, no checksum failure or packet loss is reported. This also shows that wiring the sensor nodes to a central PC is effective for the measurement study.

### 4.4 Beacon Message Synchronization

To find out the relationship between the localization errors and the PRR of beacon-beacon links, synchronization among the tag and beacons is required. Instead of adding an additional online clock synchronization protocol on the beacons, we performed an offline trace synchronization similar to Jigsaw [6] to reduce extra network traffic. The trace synchronization method utilizes the beacon messages in the trace itself to determine clock offsets between neighboring beacons.

In that, when a beacon message is received, it is timestamped by the receiver’s local clock. Assuming two beacons receive the same beacon message at exactly the same time, the clock offset can be determined by comparing the two timestamps. Once the all-pair clock offsets are determined, the traces can be synchronized to a single reference clock. Note that the beacon on the testbed form a multi-hop network, and the clock offset is not directly available for every pair of beacons. However, the all-pair clock offsets can be calculated transmissively.

Consider the example in Figure 3, with three logs from beacon 1, 2, and 3. Each trace contains a list of beacon messages the node overhears during the experiment. The clock offset between beacon 1 and 2 can be calculated since they both received the same message coming from beacon 4. The offset is 72.2 – 30.4 = 41.8. Similarly, the offset between beacon 2 and 3 is 13.1 – 74.4 = –61.3. The clock offset between beacon 1 and 3 can then be calculated transmissively from the previous two values as 41.8 + (–61.3) = 19.5.
In cases of heavy background traffic, all beacon messages may be corrupted in some cycles. The localization error was set to a pre-defined maximum for analysis of these cases. In practice, the system can predict or simply report the location obtained in the previous cycle.

5.2 Impact of General Beacon Message Losses

To understand how the background traffic impacts localization accuracy, we first look into the loss of beacon messages. In Figure 5(a), the left x-axis shows the average number of beacon message received during each 220-ms interval, and the right x-axis plots the 80-percentile localization error. It can be seen that the average number of received beacon message goes down under high background traffic rate; and there is a strong correlation between background traffic rate and localization error.

To further clarify the impact of beacon message loss, receiving cycles were classified by the number of beacon messages received for each trace in Figure 5(b). The corresponding average localization error and the variance shown in the figure indicate that fewer received beacon messages would result in increasing localization error and variation. A location estimation would be very imprecise, if it is only based on one or two beacon RSSI reading; and average errors could be as high as 9 meters since several sample signatures share similar RSSI readings for a single beacon. The insufficient information received due to the fewer beacon messages would cause larger localization errors.

Figure 5(c) shows the probability of the tag receiving a specific number of beacon messages for different background traffic rates. The distribution of the number of received beacon messages indicates that higher background traffic would increase probability for the receiving tag to receive fewer beacon messages. This is because the background traffic interferes with, and sometimes corrupts, the delivery of beacon messages. Therefore, localization error and its variance both get worse when background traffic rate becomes higher.

5.3 Impact of Individual Beacon Message Loss

Next, we investigate the effect of losing beacon messages from different beacons. That is, we would like to understand whether all beacons have the same influence on the localization accuracy.

We measure the importance of each beacon by defining the beacon impact. We first group the measurement results by the number of beacon message loss. Then, for each beacon, we further divide each group into two sets. In the first set, the observed set, the message from the beacon is observed; while in the other set, the missing set, the message from the beacon is missing. The beacon impact of a particular beacon is defined as the difference of the average localization error between its missing set and observed set. Intuitively, if a beacon is important, missing its RSSI value would result in a larger localization error. Then we call this beacon desired, and the beacon would have a positive beacon impact. On the other hand, if the beacon impact of a beacon is negative, including the beacon’s RSSI value may instead increase localization error and the beacon is called undesired.

In our data, we found that the beacons that are closer to the receiving tag are more likely to be desired; while the beacons that are farther away are undesired. Figure 6 shows the beacon impact values of six different beacons. Beacon 23, 24, and 25 that have higher RSSI values are beacons closer...
(a) Correlation between background traffic rates, number of beacon packets received and localization errors

(b) Effect of beacon message loss

(c) Distribution of the number of beacon messages

Figure 5: Impact of Beacon Packet Loss. Higher background traffic rate results in a larger localization error and a smaller amount of beacon packets received. Insufficient amount of beacon packets is the main cause of larger localization.

Figure 6: Impact of Individual Beacons. Beacons closer to the receiving tag (with larger RSSI) are more important to the localization system. The beacon impact values for closer beacons are positive indicates that observing their RSSI values shows smaller localization error than those missing the RSSI.

to the tag, while beacon 13, 14, and 29 are farther away from the tag and thus have lower RSSI values. In the figure, we show the beacon impact values for each beacon under different numbers of beacon messages loss, respectively, 3, 5, 7, and 9 message losses. From the figure, we can see that it is more desirable to receive beacon messages from closer beacons, since they have positive impact on the localization accuracy. If the message from a desired beacon is received, the localization error can be reduced by up to 5 meters; while the error would increase by 6 meters if an undesired beacon message is received. In addition, a larger amount of beacon message losses shows more prominent positive or negative impact on localization accuracy, since when the information is insufficient, the quality of information becomes more important. The results suggest that weaker RSSI values are more ambiguous for determining locations while stronger RSSI values are helpful for more accurate location estimation. We conjecture that this is due to the RSSI instability of the beacons that are farther away. However, this is yet to be confirmed in future studies.

Figure 7: Effect of Background Traffic to RSSI Readings. Varing the background traffic rates does not have significant effects on beacon RSSI readings. The variation of RSSI is thus not the main cause of larger localization error in higher background traffic.

5.4 Impact of RSSI Value Instability

From the Figure 5(b), we can find that if the receiving tag receives sufficient amount of beacon messages, the localization errors remain small even under severe WiFi interference. This suggests that the background WiFi traffic does not distort the RSSI readings, even though it would cause higher packet loss rate. To verify this, in Figure 7, we show the average RSSI readings and their standard deviation for traces under different background WiFi traffic rates. The RSSI values from different beacons are slid slightly for clarity and ease of comparison. From the figure, we can see that the increase of background traffic rate doesn’t have a clear impact on the deviation of RSSI readings. Therefore, background WiFi traffic seems have no significant effect on RSSI variation, which is usually a factor to cause localization error. Thus, as shown in Figure 4, the main reason behind the increase of the localization error is not the variance of RSSI readings, but the loss of beacon messages, which is caused by background WiFi traffic.
the packet reception rates from neighboring beacons. Then, the localization error is then reduced. Each beacon node could track an abrupt change on link quality indicates the occurrence of instability when there is no interference. Observing the link quality between beacon motes. Beacon motes are supposed to provide consistent and accurate location estimations. This can be important for a robust indoor localization system. Dynamic control of frequency spectrum might be necessary for it to be able to dynamically operate at different frequency channels. Dynamic control of frequency spectrum can be important for a robust indoor localization system that provides consistent and accurate location estimations.

6. TOWARDS ROBUST INDOOR LOCALIZATION

Our experimental results indicate that the localization system is susceptible to WiFi interference, and this is mainly due to the fact that the WiFi traffic might collide with beacon packets in the air. Note that our localization system already employs the normalized KNN algorithm to mitigate the effect of incomplete RSSI vector. The subsequent questions arise from the measurement study are: (1) How much WiFi traffic is there in everyday environment; and whether there is a need to design interference-resilient mechanisms. (2) What mechanisms might be used to detect interference and to work around the interference problem.

WiFi Traffic Presence Figure 8 shows the observed WiFi data rate during a busy working hour at the department building. For more than one third of the observation period, the data rate exceeds 1 Mbps. Such a bursty pattern of traffic has also been reported in previous works [22, 13]. The 80th-percentile error during these periods may be as high as 2 or even 4 meters; while the error is usually lower than 1 meter. Worse, the localization system may sometimes temporarily blackout when WiFi traffic is high. Even under an ordinary amount of background WiFi traffic, the localization system might suddenly perform poorly and give unacceptable location estimations. This again suggests that for a robust localization system, handling the coexistence of wireless signals is crucial. Thus, for a RSSI-based localization system to perform stably with accuracy, it might be necessary for it to be able to dynamically operate at different frequency channels. Dynamic control of frequency spectrum can be important for a robust indoor localization system that provides consistent and accurate location estimations.

Interference Detection Being aware of the interference level is important towards building robust localization systems. To detect interference, the system can monitor the link quality between beacon motes. Beacon motes are supposed to be static and the links among them should be relatively stable when there is no interference. Observing the abrupt change on link quality indicates the occurrence of interference. Figure 9 shows the relationship between the beacon packet reception rate of a specific link between two beacons under the influence of five different WiFi traffic rates and their resulting localization errors. From the figure, we can see that when the level of background traffic decreases, the packet reception rate rises and the corresponding localization error is then reduced. Each beacon node could track the packet reception rates from neighboring beacons. Then, from the packet reception rate observed at the neighboring nodes, the beacon node could be aware of the existence of interference.

Beacon Prioritization Furthermore, our analysis in Section 5.3 shows that closer beacons have greater influence on localization accuracy, especially when the information is incomplete. Thus, when deploying a robust location system, one should bear in mind that the density of beacon nodes would have great impact on location estimation. Also, when estimating locations, the system should give higher priority to the information provided by the closer beacons.

7. RELATED WORK

Co-channel interference is not a new problem, and the problem exists no matter whether radio standards are similar or not. Srinivasan et al. [25] and Zhou et al. [28] have observed the impact of interference between 802.11 and Zigbee signals; while Gummadi et al. [10] analyzed how IEEE 802.11 communication is interfered by the use of Zigbee-based devices and wireless cordless phones.

The state-of-art indoor localization techniques can be divided into two categories: range-free and range-based. The former does not localize targets based on range estimation [11]; while the latter uses absolute angle estimates [19] or point-to-point distance estimates by measuring propagation time [20, 23], signal strength degradation, or signal interference patterns [17]. In particular, the range-based systems that exploit the measured RSSI values for location estimation are either based on the decay model of distance to signal strength [20, 18, 15] or the RSSI fingerprints, also known as the RSSI signatures. The RSSI-signature-based system relates an observed set of signal strengths to ones at known locations [5]. The RSSI-signature-based techniques are further categorized into deterministic and probabilistic techniques. For deterministic method, RSSI readings are first collected at known locations; and the estimated location is the place whose RSSI signature is closest to the measured RSSI set. Probabilistic methods, on the other hand, construct a probability distribution over the target’s location. The extended
Kalman filter [14] or particle filter [12, 24] based approach, though can reduce estimation error, requires predictive mobility model which is not obtainable without the aid of other sensors.

8. CONCLUSION

In this study, we build an indoor sensor network testbed and, on top of it, implement an RSSI-signature-based localization system. The unique testbed design facilitates simultaneous collection of different system components in the distributed sensor network. The measurement results allow us to examine the performance of the localization system under RF interference and provide as quantitative evidences that RF interference poses significant adverse effect on localization accuracy.
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